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Introduction {#hep41131-sec-0001}
============

Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) is a primary epithelial cancer of the hepatobiliary tract that exhibits variable histopathologic features and biomarkers of cholangiocyte differentiation.[1](#hep41131-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Most ICCs are mass‐forming tumors, with 90%‐95% classified as high‐to‐moderate‐to low grade adenocarcinomas. They are commonly characterized by a prominent desmoplastic stroma populated by α‐smooth muscle actin‐positive cancer‐associated fibroblasts (α‐SMA + CAFs).[2](#hep41131-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} These cancers frequently metastasize, with intrahepatic, lymphatic, peritoneal, and lung metastases being common recurrence sites in patients with ICC and resectable cancer.[3](#hep41131-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

Currently, there are no curative systemic medical therapies for ICC,[4](#hep41131-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and even in those cases where curative‐intent hepatic tumor resection is an option, recurrence rates have been reported to range between 40% and 80%.[5](#hep41131-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, considering the insidious onset of ICC and the fact that a majority of patients with ICC do not meet the criteria for curative‐intent resection because of advanced disease at the time of diagnosis, there is a critical need to identify and validate biomarker signatures associated with increased ICC aggressiveness. The ultimate aim is to devise more effective strategies for the clinical management of advanced or recurrent ICC. In this context, the matricellular glycoprotein periostin (Postn) and the glycosylphosphatidylinositol‐anchored cell membrane glycoprotein mesothelin (Msln) have each been independently suggested as having potential as prognostic factors for human ICC.[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#hep41131-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Each may also provide opportunities for the development of novel targeted therapies for ICC.[8](#hep41131-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

Postn has been shown in both human and rat ICCs to be produced solely by α‐SMA + CAFs in the ICC stroma.[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#hep41131-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Its potential as an independent prognostic risk factor for poor survival for patients with ICC was first suggested by Utispan et al.,[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} who demonstrated that surgically resected ICC patients with tumors strongly immunostained for CAF‐Postn had significantly shorter postoperative survival times than those expressing low levels of Postn. Benign liver diseases (e.g., liver cirrhosis, focal nodular hyperplasia) were further reported to show no‐to‐slight Postn immunoreactivity, and Postn expression was not detected in the cancer cells of conventional hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#hep41131-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Patients with cholangiocarcinoma were also reported to exhibit a significantly higher median Postn level in their serum than those with normal liver, liver cirrhosis, HCC, or other malignancies.[10](#hep41131-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} High serum and tumor tissue samples with high Postn expression detected by immunohistochemistry have been significantly associated with reduced survival in patients with ICC,[11](#hep41131-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} which suggests that elevated serum Postn may be used to divide such patients into low and high Postn groups.

Msln was reported to be localized by immunohistochemistry to the cholangiocarcinoma cells of human ICC.[9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, 32%‐37% of analyzed cases of human ICCs have been determined to overexpress Msln,[7](#hep41131-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#hep41131-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} which was either not detected or only occasionally and weakly seen in HCC[9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#hep41131-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and not observed in normal adult human liver tissue samples.[9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Patients with ICC with resected tumors containing ≥50% Msln‐positive cholangiocarcinoma cells exhibited a significantly shorter postoperative survival than those exhibiting Msln negativity or focal positivity,[7](#hep41131-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} suggesting Msln overexpression to be a prognostic factor in patients undergoing hepatectomy for ICC.

Although the findings described above implicate increased Postn and Msln expression as being associated with poor survival outcomes in ICC, their suggested value as possible independent biomarkers of ICC progression remains uncertain due in part to potential limitations in single‐center study designs as well as to inconsistencies in reported findings from other clinical research groups. Notably, in their systematic review and meta‐analysis to investigate the prognostic value of immunohistochemically based biomarkers that have been assessed in patients with resected ICC, Ruys et al.[13](#hep41131-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} graded the study of Utispan et al.[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} on Postn as having a high risk of bias based on defined criteria to evaluate publication bias for biomarkers. Also, in contrast to the findings of Nomura et al.,[7](#hep41131-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Higashi et al.[14](#hep41131-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} observed no significant difference in survival on resected ICC patients with Msln‐positive tumors compared with those that were Msln negative. In addition, in a single‐center clinical study involving nine human cases of biliary cancers, median serum Msln was not elevated over that determined for healthy donors.[15](#hep41131-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, only one[9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} of the human studies published to date used western blotting to assess and validate individual levels of Msln protein being expressed in individual ICC specimens; instead these other studies relied solely on immunostaining to score tumors with high versus low levels of expression.

To our knowledge, no reported studies have investigated the expression patterns and modulation of Postn and/or Msln in relation to tumor progression in either experimental animal or cell culture models of cholangiocarcinoma. In this context, we have now used a "patient‐like" orthotopic rat model of cholangiocarcinoma progression developed in our laboratory[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} as well as our more recently described three‐dimensional (3‐D) culture model of rat desmoplastic cholangiocarcinoma[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} to further evaluate under controlled experimental conditions the potential predictive value of Postn and Msln overexpression as indicators of increasing cholangiocarcinoma growth and progression. In addition, we have identified two Msln forms distinguished by differences in their molecular weight (∼50 kDa and ∼40 kDa) and glycosylation properties, which allowed us to differentiate the lower malignant grade cholangiocarcinoma tumors and cancer cells from those of increased malignant grade.

Materials and Methods {#hep41131-sec-0002}
=====================

CELL LINES/STRAINS AND CULTURE CONDITIONS {#hep41131-sec-0003}
-----------------------------------------

The highly tumorigenic rat BDEneu cholangiocyte cell line and the rat TDEcc cholangiocarcinoma cell strain used in this study were previously established in our laboratory and have been extensively characterized.[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#hep41131-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep41131-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, the BDEneu cell line was established by stably transfecting a well‐differentiated, high‐passaged, but nontumorigenic rat cholangiocyte cell line (BDE1), initially developed in the laboratory of Dr. Douglas Hixson,[20](#hep41131-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} with the mutationally activated transforming rat *erbB2/neu* oncogene (Glu664‐*neu*).[18](#hep41131-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The rat TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cell strain was derived from a well‐differentiated desmoplastic cholangiocarcinoma formed in syngeneic, young adult male, Fischer 344 rat liver following bile duct inoculation of spontaneously transformed BDE1 cholangiocytes (BDEsp cells), as described.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} A novel clonal strain of α‐SMA + CAFs, designated TDF~SM~, was also established from the same orthotopic rat desmoplastic cholangiocarcinoma type as the TDE~CC~ cell strain and was comparatively characterized in terms of its distinct biological, karyotypic, phenotypic, molecular, and functional properties.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, we established an epithelial cell line (BDEneu‐Met) from a BDEneu peritoneal metastasis according to the same method used by us to establish the TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cell strain. The human bile duct cancer cell lines analyzed in this study included the commercially available HuCCT1 ICC cell line purchased from the Japan Health Science Foundation and the human bile duct carcinoma cell line EGI‐1 obtained from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (Braunschweig, Germany).

Each of the cell lines (rat and human) were either cultured on rat‐tail collagen type I‐coated plastic culture dishes or within 3‐D collagen type I hydrogel matrix, as described.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Organotypic 3‐D TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~ cocultures were established as described.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} For each cell culture experiment, the cells were maintained in our standard medium comprised of Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium supplemented with penicillin (100 U/mL), streptomycin (100 µg/mL), insulin (0.1 µmol/L), transferrin (5 µg/mL), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS).

ORTHOTOPIC RAT CHOLANGIOCARCINOMA MODEL {#hep41131-sec-0004}
---------------------------------------

All animal experimentation for this study was performed in accordance with the corresponding author\'s currently active protocol AD10000625 approved by Virginia Commonwealth University\'s Institutional and Animal Care and Use Committee. The orthotopic rat model of mass‐forming ICC progression used in this study, based on bile duct inoculation of tumorigenic rat cholangiocyte cell lines/strains (e.g., BDEneu, TDE~CC~, BDEsp) of different malignant cell growth rates and metastatic potential into the left hepatic lobes of syngeneic young adult male Fischer 344 rats, is well described.[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#hep41131-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep41131-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, rats having a mean body weight of 256.7 ± 19.7 g were subjected under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia to bile duct inoculation of 5 × 10^6^ BDEneu cells (mean cell viability, 94.6% ± 2.9%) in 0.1% Hank\'s balanced salt solution into liver, according to our detailed protocol.[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Resulting tumor‐bearing rats were then euthanized over a 10‐ to 22‐day period after initial cell inoculation with an intraperitoneal lethal injection of Euthasol from Virginia Commonwealth University\'s Division of Animal Resources. Cardiac puncture under deep terminal anesthesia was used to obtain blood samples for serum preparation. Corresponding samples of total gross liver tumor tissue and total pooled amounts of gross peritoneal metastases as well as pair‐matched right liver lobe tissue without tumor were collected by careful dissection from fully euthanized rats. The individual rat liver tumors and associated pooled peritoneal metastases were grouped by wet weight for subsequent analyses. Control liver and serum samples were obtained from normal rats. In addition, formalin‐fixed, paraffin‐embedded, liver tumor tissue samples prepared from cholangiocarcinoma that had formed in rat liver at ∼50 days after bile duct inoculation into liver of either 10 × 10^6^ viable rat TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} or at ∼40‐76 days in rats orthotopically transplanted with 4 × 10^6^ rat BDEsp cells[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} were processed for Postn and Msln immunohistochemistry.

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY {#hep41131-sec-0005}
--------------------

Immunohistochemistry of Postn and Msln was carried out as described[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} on histologic sections prepared from formalin‐fixed paraffin embedded tissue samples of rat ICC tumors, peritoneal metastasis, and pair‐matched liver tissue specimens without tumor. Likewise, Msln immunostaining was performed on histologic sections from 3‐D collagen‐I hydrogel cultures of TDE~CC~, BDEneu, and BDEneu‐Met cells as well as on histologic sections prepared from TDE~CC~, TDF~SM~, and TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~ gel cultures. The following primary antibodies were used: anti‐rat C‐expressed in renal carcinoma/mesothelin (306) rabbit immunoglobulin G‐affinity purified (code no. 28001; Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Mountain View, CA) and anti‐periostin rabbit polyclonal antibody (ab92460; Abcam, Inc., Cambridge, MA). Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) immunostaining of tumor samples was carried out as described.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS {#hep41131-sec-0006}
---------------------

Western blot analysis was performed on total protein lysates prepared from either rat tumor or control liver tissues or from cell protein lysates prepared from 2‐D or 3‐D cell cultures, as described.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The primary Postn and Msln antibodies used for western blotting were the same as those described above for immunohistochemistry. Protein bands were normalized to either actin (cat no. A2066; Sigma‐Aldrich, Inc.) or to vinculin (cat no. ab129002; Abcam) and quantified as described.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

Postn AND Msln ENZYME‐LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAYS {#hep41131-sec-0007}
-------------------------------------------------

Serum samples separated from whole blood obtained from individual rats were aliquoted and immediately frozen at --80 ºC. Enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for Postn and N‐ERC/Msln were performed on 1X, thawed, aliquoted samples using the Rat periostin/osteoblast specific factor 2 (POSTN) ELISA Kit (cat. no. MBS706561; My BioSource, Inc., San Diego, CA) and the Rat N‐ERC/Mesothelin Assay kit (code no. 27765; IBL Co., Ltd., Spring Lake Park, MN), according to the manufacturers\' instructions. This latter assay kit detects the N‐terminal fragment of full‐length Msln.

ENZYMATIC CLEAVAGE OF Msln N‐GLYCAN SITES {#hep41131-sec-0008}
-----------------------------------------

Protein extraction samples from cultured BDEneu and TDE~CC~ cells were comparatively treated with recombinant peptide N‐glycosidase F (PNGaseF) (cat no. P0708S; New England BioLabs, Inc., Ipswich, MA) to hydrolyze N‐glycan chains from Msln. Protein samples (40 μg) from the respective cell types were incubated overnight in a final volume of 20 μL with 1 μg of enzyme at 37 ºC, according to the manufacturer\'s recommendations. Controls included enzyme without cell protein and sample protein without enzyme. Following enzyme incubation, protein samples were heated at 80 ºC for 10 minutes in the presence of dithiothreitol, and the total reaction volume was loaded and analyzed by western blotting for differences in Msln protein banding patterns.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES {#hep41131-sec-0009}
--------------------

For the bar graph representations, the Student two‐tailed *t* test was used to determine *P* values. In the case of linear graphic representations, Pearson correlation analysis was used to calculate *r* and *P* values. In both cases, *P* ≤ 0.05 was considered significant. Graphic data are presented as means ± SD. Additional details are given in the figure legends.

Results {#hep41131-sec-0010}
=======

CORRELATION BETWEEN ORTHOTOPIC CHOLANGIOCARCINOMA MASS IN LIVER AND PERITONEAL METASTATIC TUMOR MASS {#hep41131-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistent with our earlier findings,[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} bile duct inoculation of BDEneu cells into the left lateral liver lobes of syngeneic Fischer 344 male rats yielded small gross intrahepatic tumors at around 10 days after cell inoculation, followed over the next 10‐12 days by rapid exponential growth of liver tumor, together with concomitant increases in gross peritoneal metastases (Fig. [1](#hep41131-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). We could demonstrate a strong positive correlation between mean liver tumor wet weight and pooled peritoneal metastases wet weight (*r* = 0.9994; *P* = 1.8 × 10^−5^), indicative of increasing malignant progression as a function of larger liver tumor size (Fig. [1](#hep41131-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). Distinct areas of necrosis were typically not significant in any of the analyzed tumor specimens, which were grossly composed of hard white masses of high‐malignant grade desmoplastic cholangiocarcinoma when compared with moderately differentiated TDE~CC~ and well‐differentiated BDEsp cholangiocarcinomas ([Supporting Fig. S1](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full)). Every effort was taken to only use tissue samples without gross or microscopic evidence of necrosis in our immunohistochemical and western blot analyses. Representative examples of PCNA labeling of high‐grade versus low‐grade rat liver cholangiocarcinoma tumor types analyzed are shown in [Supporting Fig. S2](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full).

![Relationship between liver tumor size and peritoneal metastasis in the rat BDEneu cholangiocarcinoma model. (A) Bile duct inoculation of 5 × 10^6^ rat BDEneu malignant neoplastic cholangiocytes at \>90% viability directed through the left hepatic bile duct into the left liver lobe of young adult male syngeneic Fischer 344 rats resulted over a 10‐ to 22‐day period in the formation of distinct mass‐forming liver tumors ranging in size from small to large, with gross peritoneal metastases of various sizes being associated with the larger sized liver tumors. The smaller size liver tumors localized to the left hepatic lobe, whereas the largest sized tumors typically replaced much if not all of the normal left and median liver lobe tissue. The corresponding right liver lobe was typically free of gross tumor in this rat cholangiocarcinoma model. The left hepatic artery and hepatic hilus are labeled to help denote the positioning of the inserted inoculating needle. (B) Bar graph and corresponding linear regression curve, with Pearson\'s correlation coefficient (*r*) demonstrating a strong positive correlation between increasing mean liver tumor wet weight and increasing pooled mean gross peritoneal metastases wet weight in the BDEneu rat cholangiocarcinoma model. Wet weight measurements were made on entire amounts of liver tumor tissue and associated peritoneal metastases individually dissected from a total of 48 tumor‐bearing rats; n, number of animals analyzed per liver tumor weight group; each bar value, mean ± SD. \**P* ≤ 2 × 10^−3^, \*\**P* ≤ 2 × 10^−4^, \*\*\**P* ≤ 4 × 10^−4^. Abbreviations: BD, bile duct; CC, cholangiocarcinoma; h, hepatic hilus; HA, left hepatic artery; LL, left liver lobe; RL, right liver lobe. Ruler Scale in mm, cm and inches.](HEP4-2-155-g001){#hep41131-fig-0001}

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL PATTERNS OF Postn AND Msln EXPRESSION REFLECT DIFFERENCES IN CHOLANGIOCARCINOMA TUMOR DIFFERENTIATION {#hep41131-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Postn immunoreactivity was confined solely to tumor stroma and not detected in the cholangiocarcinoma cells in sections from the different sized BDEneu liver tumors and from individual peritoneal metastases (Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Stromal Postn immunostaining was more prominent in sections prepared from the larger sized tumors and from associated peritoneal metastases compared to those prepared from the small liver tumors (Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). In comparison, the cholangiocarcinoma cells of the small liver tumors were observed to be strongly immunoreactive for Msln, which was either not detected or only weakly detected in the stroma of these tumors. However, stromal Msln immunostaining became more prominent with increasing BDEneu liver tumor size and in associated peritoneal metastases but still noticeably weaker than that exhibited by the cholangiocarcinoma cells in these analyzed sections (Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Random histologic sections of pair‐matched right liver lobes without cholangiocarcinoma from BDEneu tumor‐bearing rats as well as liver from normal untreated animals were each found to be immunohistochemically negative for both Postn and Msln.

![Immunohistochemical patterns of expression of Postn and Msln in rat cholangiocarcinoma relative to increasing liver tumor size and grade and in associated peritoneal metastases. (A) Comparative patterns of Postn and Msln immunoreactivity in tissue sections of rat BDEneu liver tumors of increasing size versus those of associated peritoneal metastasis and corresponding right liver lobe without cholangiocarcinoma. (B) Differences in Postn and Msln immunostaining profiles characterizing slow growing well‐differentiated BDEsp liver tumor, intermediate growing moderately differentiated TDE~CC~ liver tumor, and rapidly growing less differentiated BDEneu liver tumor. Days tumors harvested after initial bile duct inoculation of respective cholangiocarcinoma cell types and corresponding wet weights in grams are shown in each photomicrograph. cc and circled areas indicate cholangiocarcinoma; arrows point to luminal cell surface Msln immunoreactivity. Primary antibody dilutions: 1:200 for Postn and 1:400 for Msln. Controls without primary antibody were negative for Postn and Msln immunostaining (data not shown). Photomicrographs in A and B are representative of observations made on formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded tissue sections prepared from individual tissue samples from three to four tumor‐bearing rats per tumor size group. Magnification bar = 20 µm. Abbreviations: cc, cholangiocarcinoma; LT, liver tumor.](HEP4-2-155-g002){#hep41131-fig-0002}

We also comparatively analyzed samples of slow growing well‐differentiated BDEsp tumors, intermediate growing well‐to‐moderately differentiated TDE~CC~ tumors, and rapidly growing less differentiated BDEneu tumors for differences in their Postn and Msln immunostaining patterns. Postn immunoreactivity was most extensive in the stroma of the BDEneu tumors, less extensive in the TDE~CC~ tumors, and least extensive in the BDEsp tumors (Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). On the other hand, the cholangiocarcinoma cells of the well‐differentiated BDEsp tumors were strongly immunoreactive for Msln, which showed a distinct apical/luminal cell surface staining pattern; essentially no Msln was detected in the stroma of these tumors. Nests of less differentiated cholangiocarcinoma cells within BDEneu liver tumor, while strongly immunoreactive for cytoplasmic Msln, did not show apical/luminal cell surface immunostaining for this biomarker (Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). TDE~CC~ liver tumors presented an intermediate Msln immunostaining profile, being detected at the apical/luminal cell borders of some of the cholangiocarcinoma ductal structures formed within these tumors but with either no or only weak Msln immunostaining in their stroma.

TUMOR AND SERUM Postn AND Msln AS PREDICTORS OF PROGRESSIVE BDEneu CHOLANGIOCARCINOMA GROWTH {#hep41131-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistent with the immunohistochemical data shown in Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, we determined through quantitative western blotting that the mean relative Postn protein band intensities ± SD obtained from measurements made on individual BDEneu liver tumors and on corresponding pooled samples of peritoneal metastases were each significantly increased over protein band intensities determined for tissue samples of pair‐matched right liver lobe without evidence of gross tumor and for normal adult rat liver, neither of which exhibited detectable Postn protein bands (Fig. [3](#hep41131-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). Two distinct Msln bands with molecular weights of ∼50 and ∼40 kDa were detected in both the BDEneu liver tumors and metastases (Fig. [3](#hep41131-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B), with the lower band (40 kDa) being expressed at a significantly higher mean relative protein band intensity level than that of the upper band (50 kDa). Although neither Msln bands were detected in the analyzed tissue samples from normal adult rat liver, we did detect a weak 40‐kDa Msln band expressed in the pair‐matched right liver lobe samples without evidence of cholangiocarcinoma obtained from these tumor‐bearing rats.

![Quantitative western blot analysis of Postn and Msln expression in the rat BDEneu cholangiocarcinoma model. (A) Bar graph demonstrating Postn overexpression in BDEneu liver tumor tissue and associated peritoneal metastases but not in corresponding right liver lobe tissue without cholangiocarcinoma or in liver tissue samples from normal untreated rats. (B) Differential overexpression of 50‐kDa and 40‐kDa forms of Msln in LT and PM, relative to RL and NL. \**P* ≤ 1 × 10^−**2**^, \*\**P ≤ * 3 × 10^−4^, \*\*\**P* ≤ 3 × 10^−5^. (C) Linear regression curve relating increases in BDEneu liver tumor size to increasing tumor Postn expression. Correlation coefficient *r* = 0.954; *P = * 0.046. (D) Linear regression curves reflecting a strong positive correlation between increasing BDEneu liver tumor size and increasing levels of 50‐kDa Msln measured in the tumor tissue samples (*r = * 0.977; *P = * 0.023) versus a lack of correlation with levels of the 40‐kDa Msln form (*r = * 0.67, *P* = 0.328). Postn and Msln band intensities were respectively normalized to actin or vinculin. Values in A‐D represent mean ± SD; n, number of animals from which corresponding tissue specimens were individually obtained for western blot analyses. Abbreviations: LT, liver tumor; NL, normal liver; PM, peritoneal metastases; RL, right liver.](HEP4-2-155-g003){#hep41131-fig-0003}

As a further assessment, we analyzed our western blot data for Postn and Msln in relation to increasing BDEneu liver tumor wet weights. As reflected by the linear relationships (Fig. [3](#hep41131-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C,D), we determined a strong positive correlation between increasing mean BDEneu liver tumor wet weight and increasing mean relative protein band intensities for Postn (*r* = 0.954; *P* = 0.046) and for the 50‐kDa band of Msln (*r* = 0.977; *P* = 0.023). However, the 40‐kDa Msln expressed in the liver tumors did not follow this pattern (*r* = 0.670; *P* = 0.328).

That both Postn and Msln may have potential as serum biomarkers for ICC progression prompted us to use ELISA to analyze serum samples from BDEneu cholangiocarcinoma‐bearing rats in relation to increasing gross liver tumor wet weight with associated increase in gross peritoneal metastases. The results demonstrated strong positive correlations between increasing serum Postn (*r* = 0.998; *P* = 0.0001) and serum Msln (*r* = 0.958; *P* = 0.01) with increasing mean liver tumor wet weight (Fig. [4](#hep41131-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Western blot analysis of serum samples from selected rats bearing BDEneu liver tumors of varying wet weights ranging from low to high predominantly revealed a 40‐kDa Msln band expressed at correspondingly lower to higher banding intensities (Fig. [4](#hep41131-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B inset).

![Serum Postn and Msln levels significantly increase as a function of progressive intrahepatic BDEneu cholangiocarcinoma growth. Serum Postn and Msln levels were determined by duplicate ELISA measurements made on separate serum samples prepared from exsanguinated blood obtained by cardiac puncture from individual rats. These were matched with corresponding liver tumors of different sizes obtained at the same time from the euthanized animals. Bar and linear graphs for (A) Postn and (B) Msln reflect a strong positive correlation between increased liver tumor weight and progressively elevated levels of each serum protein (Postn, *r* = 0.998, *P* ≤ 0.0001; Msln, *r* = 0.958, *P* ≤ 0.01). Postn was not detected by ELISA in serum samples from normal rats, but normal rat serum gave a very low Msln background value. Each bar represents the mean ± SD. \**P* ≤ 1 × 10^−2^, \*\**P* ≤ 3 × 10^−4^, \*\*\**P* ≤ 1 × 10^−6^; n, number of animals analyzed per group. Inset in B illustrates protein bands of low to higher banding intensities for the ∼40‐kDa molecular weight form of Msln detected by western blotting of selected whole serum samples diluted 1:10 from rats with BDEneu liver tumors of various sizes from the same animal groups used for the ELISA measurements. LT represents a loaded control sample showing both the 50‐kDa and 40‐kDa Msln bands detected by western blotting within a whole protein lysate prepared from a 7.5‐g BDEneu liver tumor from the same experiment. Protein/well = 20 µg; g is the liver tumor sample wet weight in grams. Abbreviation: LT, liver tumor.](HEP4-2-155-g004){#hep41131-fig-0004}

DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION OF 50 kDa VERSUS 40 kDa Msln FORMS REFLECT CHOLANGIOCARCINOMA CELL GRADE IN 3‐D CULTURE {#hep41131-sec-0014}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using our 3‐D rat cholangiocarcinoma culture model, we could show that when cultured alone in dilute collagen type I hydrogel matrix, TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells grow in the form of well‐circumscribed spheroids, many of which exhibit a ductal‐like morphology with distinct lumens (Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, comparably cultured BDEneu (Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B) and BDEneu‐Met cells (Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C), are each characterized by the formation of rapidly expanding morphologically disorganized structures of malignant cholangiocytes with irregular borders; this was most expansive in the BDEneu‐Met gel cultures.

![Msln luminal cell surface versus cytoplasmic immunoreactivity expressed in cholangiocarcinoma cell structures formed in 3‐D collagen type I hydrogel cultures distinguish rat cholangiocarcinoma cell types of differing malignant potential and grade. (A) Representative phase contrast photomicrograph demonstrating TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells in 3‐D culture forming discreet cell spheroids and well‐differentiated ductal‐like structures with well‐circumscribed lumens. (B,C) More highly malignant BDEneu and related BDEneu‐Met cholangiocarcinoma cells organize under comparable culture conditions into amorphous‐shaped cell clusters or spheroids with irregular borders containing either no or poorly delineated luminal‐like spaces. (D) Strongly positive Msln immunoreactivity is localized to the apical/luminal cell surfaces (arrow) of a well‐differentiated ductal‐like structure formed within the 3‐D TDE~CC~ cultures. (E,F) Cholangiocarcinoma cells of the higher malignant cell grade BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met structures only exhibited clearly discernable cytoplasmic Msln immunostaining. The cultured TDE~CC~ cell strain, BDEneu, and BDEneu‐Met cell lines were each maintained in 3‐D gel culture for 12 days (A‐C) or 6 days (D‐F) under our standard medium conditions and in the continued presence of 10% FBS. The insets in A‐C represent corresponding hematoxylin and eosin‐stained histologic sections prepared from each gel culture. Magnification bar = 50 µm (A‐C, insets B,C) and 20 µm ( D‐F, inset A). In D‐F, nuclei are stained with hematoxylin. Primary Msln antibody dilution = 1: 3,000.](HEP4-2-155-g005){#hep41131-fig-0005}

Strong positive immunoreactivity for Msln could be observed at the apical/luminal surfaces of TDE~CC~ ductal‐like structures formed in 3‐D gel culture (Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D), mimicking the pattern of Msln immunostaining exhibited by well‐differentiated cholangiocarcinoma ductal structures within TDE~CC~ liver tumor tissue (Fig. [2](#hep41131-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Furthermore, the higher malignant‐grade BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cell structures formed in 3‐D gel culture predominately showed strong cytoplasmic immunoreactivity for Msln (Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}E,F) and reproduced *in vitro* the pattern of Msln immunostaining exhibited by nests of anaplastic cholangiocarcinoma cells seen in the larger sized BDEneu liver tumors and associated peritoneal metastases.

Using quantitative western blotting, we demonstrated the less malignantly aggressive TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells in 3‐D gel culture were readily distinguished from the more highly malignant cultured BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cell lines by virtue of their prominent expression of the 50‐kDa Msln band relative to that of their significantly lower level of expression of the 40‐kDa Msln band (Fig. [6](#hep41131-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A); in contrast but similar to the BDEneu liver tumor, the BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cell lines each predominantly expressed the 40‐kDa Msln band. Moreover, like the BDEneu cell line and tumor, the long‐standing human cholangiocarcinoma cell lines analyzed in our study also showed the 40‐kDa Msln band to be the predominantly expressed form (Fig. [6](#hep41131-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). In comparison, cultured TDF~SM~ CAF cells exhibited only a weak 40‐kDa Msln band and no detectable 50‐kDa band.

![Differential patterns of 50‐kDa versus 40‐kDa Msln expression in cultured rat and human neoplastic cholangiocyte/cholangiocarcinoma cell lines/strains of different malignant potential. (A) Quantitative western blot analysis demonstrating the 40‐kDa Msln to be the major form detected in total protein lysates from cultured highly malignant BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cell lines. In the less malignantly aggressive TDE~CC~ cell strain, 50‐kDa Msln was the predominantly expressed form. Only a low level of expression of the 40‐kDa form and no 50‐kDa Msln could be detected in comparably cultured TDF~SM~ α‐SMA + CAF cells derived from the same cholangiocarcinoma type as the TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cell strain. (B) Similar to the rat BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cell lines, quantitative western blotting of two separate human cholangiocarcinoma cell lines in monolayer culture showed the 40‐kDa Msln as being essentially the only detected form expressed by each cell line. In both A and B, western blots were performed on total protein lysates individually prepared from triplicate monolayer cell cultures in which the cells were grown to confluence on a collagen type I‐coated plastic substratum; each bar value represents the mean ± SD. In A, BDEneu liver tumor tissue was also included as a standard. Msln band intensity values were normalized to those of vinculin. \**P* ≤ 5 × 10^−2^, \*\**P* ≤ 2 × 10^−3^, \*\*\**P* ≤ 5 × 10^−4^, \*\*\*\**P* ≤ 1 × 10^−5^.](HEP4-2-155-g006){#hep41131-fig-0006}

We have recently shown that 3‐D coculturing of TDF~SM~ cells with TDE~CC~ cells within dilute collagen type I hydrogels in medium containing 1.0% FBS significantly promotes PCNA‐positive cholangiocarcinoma cell spheroidal/ductal‐like growth together with a strong desmoplastic‐like reaction *in vitro* that mimics that of the *in situ* TDE~CC~ liver tumor.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, in agreement with our earlier published findings,[21](#hep41131-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} increasing the FBS concentration in the medium to 10% enhanced focal areas of cholangiocarcinoma cell anaplasia within cholangiocarcinoma cell + α‐SMA + CAF gel cocultures but not within the TDE~CC~ mono‐cell gel cultures ([Supporting Fig. S3](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full)). Confirming our immunostaining results shown in Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D, strong Msln immunoreactivity was consistently localized to the apical/luminal cell surface of the well‐differentiated cholangiocarcinoma ductal‐like structures formed within the TDE~CC~ mono‐cell gel cultures maintained in 10% FBS‐supplemented medium (Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}A). On the other hand, cytoplasmic Msln immunoreactivity was largely discernable in the morphologically disorganized cholangiocarcinoma cell aggregates/clusters commonly observed within histologic sections prepared from the TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~ gel cocultures (Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B), although ductal‐like structures also seen infrequently in sections from these cocultures showed luminal Msln immunostaining. Weak or no Msln immunostaining was observed within α‐SMA + TDF~SM~ cells cultured alone (Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}C) or in coculture with TDE~CC~ cells (Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B; [Supporting Fig. S4](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full)). Also of particular significance, the 40‐kDa Msln band was seen to be significantly increased relative to that of the 50‐kDa Msln band in immunoblots of total protein lysates from TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~ cocultures, whereas the TDE~CC~ mono‐cell gel cultures predominantly expressed 50‐kDa Msln (Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}D,E). These latter findings are compatible with the data shown in Fig. [6](#hep41131-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A for cultured BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cells compared with TDE~CC~ cells; taken together, the data associate loss of luminal Msln immunoreactivity combined with increased expression of 40‐kDa Msln to a higher cholangiocarcinoma cell grade and conversely higher 50‐kDa Msln expression with strong luminal immunostaining to a lower malignant grade.

![Coculturing of TDF~SM~ CAFs with TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells in 3‐D organotypic culture promoting cholangiocarcinoma progression *in vitro* alters cholangiocarcinoma cell Msln immunostaining and 40‐kDa versus 50‐kDa Msln expression profiles. (A‐C) Representative photomicrographs demonstrating differential patterns of Msln immunoreactivity in TDE~CC~ and TDF~SM~ mono‐gel cultures compared to the patterns of TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~ coculture. (A) As demonstrated in Fig. [5](#hep41131-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D, well‐differentiated cholangiocarcinoma ductal‐like structures formed within TDE~CC~ the mono‐gel culture exhibited a strongly positive apical/luminal cell‐surface Msln immunoreactivity (arrows). (B) A less differentiated invasive cholangiocarcinoma cell structure formed when TDF~SM~ cells were cocultured with TDE~CC~ cells in a 3‐D collagen gel matrix. The cholangiocarcinoma cells were largely immunoreactive for cytoplasmic Msln, which was markedly more pronounced than that detected in TDF~SM~ cells (f) within the same histologic section. Some cholangiocarcinoma cells also exhibited apparent cell‐surface Msln immunostaining (arrows). No Msln immunoreactivity was detected in control sections in which the primary antibody was omitted from the immunostaining reaction mixture. (C) TDF~SM~ cells (f) cultured alone exhibited either no or only weak cytoplasmic immunoreactivity for Msln. Magnification bar for A‐C = 20 µm; nuclei stained with hematoxylin. (D) Quantitative western blot analysis demonstrating the 40‐kDa Msln form to be significantly increased relative to the 50‐kDa form in total protein lysates prepared from the TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~ gel cocultures when compared with the TDE~CC~ and TDF~SM~ mono‐cell gel cultures, respectively. Initial plating density for TDE~CC~ cells = 4 × 10^5^ cells per gel culture and for TDF~SM~ cells = 1.6 × 10^6^ cells/gel. Cultures were maintained for 6 days in standard medium with 10% FBS before total protein extraction for western blotting. Each bar value represents the mean ± SD determined from triplicate cultures. \**P* ≤ 3 × 10^−2^, \*\**P* ≤ 2 × 10^−3^, \*\*\**P* ≤ 3 × 10^−4^. (E) Graphic representation of data depicted in Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}D (3‐D culture) and Fig. [6](#hep41131-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A (monolayer cultures) demonstrating a markedly higher percentage of 40‐kDa Msln compared with the 50‐kDa form being detected in cell lysates from cultures containing higher grade cholangiocarcinoma cells (BDEneu‐Met \> BDEneu \> TDE~CC~ + TDF~SM~) than in those from cultures of lower grade less aggressive TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells alone. Numbers above bars are individual percentage values.](HEP4-2-155-g007){#hep41131-fig-0007}

CONVERSION OF 50‐kDa Msln TO ITS 40‐kDa FORM IS DEPENDENT ON ENZYMATIC CLEAVAGE OF GLYCOSYLATION SITES {#hep41131-sec-0015}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We postulated that the differences in the migration of both forms of Msln might be related to their degree of glycosylation. To address this possibility, we used western blotting to analyze whole cell lysates from cultured TDE~CC~ and BDEneu cells following treatment with recombinant PNGaseF to remove glycosidic chains. PNGaseF treatment of the cultured TDE~CC~ cells eliminated the 50‐kDa band with a concomitant enhancement of the 40‐kDa band, whereas this enzymatic treatment had essentially no effect on the cell‐specific 40‐kDa Msln banding profile characterizing the BDEneu cells (Fig. [8](#hep41131-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}).

![Deglycosylation treatment converts 50‐kDa Msln to its 40‐KDa form. Results shown are from two separate experiments. Total protein lysates from TDE~CC~ and BDEneu cells in monolayer culture were treated with PNGaseF. Samples in Experiment 1 refer to those prepared from individual cultures. Nonenzyme‐treated samples omitted PNGaseF from the enzyme incubation step. Untreated refers to protein extraction samples prepared directly from the cultured cells without further processing. PNGaseF treatment was without effect on the BDEneu cells because these cells, unlike cultured TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells, essentially expressed the 40‐kDa Msln form of Msln, with only marginal expression of the 50‐kDa form.](HEP4-2-155-g008){#hep41131-fig-0008}

Discussion {#hep41131-sec-0016}
==========

There is now mounting, albeit still limited, clinical evidence to individually implicate Postn and Msln as each being prognostic for ICC and to suggest their potential as novel molecular targets for ICC therapy. However, while the current findings suggesting Postn and Msln as independent predictors of tumor recurrence and patient survival following ICC resection are compelling, ICC\'s rarity and typically advanced presentation at the time of diagnosis makes it highly challenging in the clinical setting to experimentally address the biological functions and therapeutic potential of these two distinctive molecular factors in relation to ICC development and progression. In an effort to begin to address the functional and translational significance of Postn and Msln in ICC, we applied quantitative western blotting and ELISA together with immunohistochemistry to evaluate Postn and Msln expression and modulation in preclinical rat cholangiocarcinoma models that closely reproduce key cellular, pathologic, and molecular features of human ICC desmoplasia and progression *in situ* and *in vitro*.

Using a comprehensive immunochemical approach and our "patient‐like" orthotopic model of rat cholangiocarcinoma progression, we were able to clearly demonstrate with significant positive correlations increasingly elevated levels of tumor and serum Postn and Msln and enlarging mass‐forming cholangiocarcinoma growth in liver with an associated enhancement of gross peritoneal metastases. With respect to human mass‐forming ICC, larger tumor size has been reported by some[3](#hep41131-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hep41131-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hep41131-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} but not by others [24](#hep41131-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#hep41131-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} to independently predict poor recurrence‐free survival following curative‐intent tumor resection. Our data shown in Fig. [1](#hep41131-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, which were based on actual wet weight measurements of individual gross liver tumors and associated pooled peritoneal metastases and not on tumor diameter, together with our previously reported time‐course data for BDEneu liver and metastatic peritoneal tumor growth *in situ* [16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} seem to support the relationship between larger tumor size and increased cholangiocarcinoma progression in this rat cholangiocarcinoma model; however, other markers of increasing malignant progression, including overexpression of activated ErbB2,[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep41131-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} significantly increased mucin 1 expression,[19](#hep41131-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} higher *in vitro* cell growth rates,[16](#hep41131-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and marked increase in the numbers of α‐SMA + CAFs accumulated within the desmoplastic tumor stroma,[26](#hep41131-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} were also previously found by us to associate with the enhanced malignant potential and progression exhibited by highly tumorigenic rat *neu*‐transformed cholangiocytes and corresponding BDEneu tumors when compared with low malignant spontaneously transformed rat BDE1 cholangiocytes and corresponding BDEsp tumors.

Increasing numbers of α‐SMA + CAFs in the tumor stroma of human and rat BDEneu ICC have been shown to be associated with increased malignant progression.[26](#hep41131-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#hep41131-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Postn immunoreactivity, which has been observed to colocalize with α‐SMA immunostaining in human[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and in rat BDEneu ICCs,[1](#hep41131-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} was seen by us to be most extensive in the stroma of the more aggressive BDEneu liver cholangiocarcinomas of increasing tumor mass and anaplasia over that observed in the slow growing well‐differentiated BDEsp tumors and intermediate growing well‐to‐moderately differentiated TDE~CC~ tumors. That Postn protein was also determined by both immunohistochemistry and western blotting to be more prominent in the larger sized BDEneu liver tumors than in the smaller BDEneu liver tumors also appears to reflect an increased accumulation of α‐SMA + CAFs within the enlarging desmoplastic stroma of the larger sized liver tumors.[1](#hep41131-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The likelihood that tumor stromal myofibroblastic cells are the exclusive source of Postn in our models is strongly supported by our previously reported microarray, quantitative reverse‐transcription polymerase chain reaction, western blot, and immunofluorescence results demonstrating Postn messenger RNA and protein to be solely expressed in an α‐SMA + CAF cell line (BDEsp‐TDF) and clonal cell strain (TDF~SM~) established from an orthotopic rat BDEsp cholangiocarcinoma but not detected in either tumorigenic BDEneu or BDEsp cell lines nor in BDEsp tumor‐derived TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinoma cells.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep41131-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Our results demonstrating a strong positive correlation between increasing levels of both tumor and serum Postn as a function of increasing liver cholangiocarcinoma tumor size, enhanced desmoplastic stroma, and increased gross peritoneal metastases in BDEneu tumor‐bearing rats also strongly support stromal Postn overexpression as being predictive of progressive cholangiocarcinoma growth in our rat cholangiocarcinoma model. Our findings are thus compatible with the findings of Utispan et al.[6](#hep41131-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and Thuwajit et al.[11](#hep41131-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} for human ICC. In contrast, rats with biliary cirrhosis induced by bile duct ligation were previously demonstrated by us not to exhibit measurable levels of Postn protein expression by either immunohistochemistry or western blot analysis.[1](#hep41131-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}

The full‐length human Msln gene encodes a 69‐ to 71‐kDa precursor protein that is furin cleaved into a ∼40‐kDa C‐terminal glycosylated fragment (mature Msln; C‐ERC) and a 31‐kDa N‐terminal fragment soluble protein (N‐ERC; also termed megakaryocyte potentiating factor). C‐ERC is attached to the cell membrane by a glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchor.[28](#hep41131-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hep41131-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} More recently, Zervos et a[l](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full).[30](#hep41131-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} detected Msln as a 49‐kDa protein in lysates from some mouse tissues and in human embryonic kidney cells (HEK 293 cells) transfected with an Msln‐expressing plasmid. This was viewed by these authors as being consistent with the predicted molecular weight of the cleaved mature protein plus glycosylation. Msln shedding from the cell surface of malignant cells has further been shown to be mediated by the sheddase tumor necrosis factor‐α‐converting enzyme, which is a member of the matrix metalloproteinase/a disintegrin and metalloproteinase family.[31](#hep41131-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} It has been also shown that a ∼40‐kDa soluble member of the Msln/megakaryocyte potentiating factor family, first demonstrated in sera from patients with ovarian carcinoma[32](#hep41131-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} and termed soluble Msln‐related protein, is actually shed Msln.[33](#hep41131-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hep41131-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

In comparison, our western blot analysis revealed both a ∼50‐kDa and ∼40‐kDa form of Msln in our analyzed samples of rat cholangiocarcinoma tissues and cell lines/strains. Here, it is relevant that we could show that the Msln antibody used in our study immunoreacted with both the tumor cell 40‐kDa and 50‐kDa forms of Msln, indicating a commonly shared epitope. Furthermore, similar to others,[9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#hep41131-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} we did not clearly detect evidence of the higher molecular precursor form of Msln (e.g., 69‐71 kDa) in our gels, which could possibly indicate that the furin cleavage is rapid.[30](#hep41131-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, we could show that conversion of the 50‐kDa form to the 40‐kDa form could be achieved by glycosidase treatment. Moreover, we demonstrated by western blotting that the 40‐kDa form was likely the major Msln form being detected in the sera of rats bearing BDEneu tumor. Similar to the western blot findings of others[9](#hep41131-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} for human ICCs and cholangiocarcinoma cell lines, we observed the 40‐kDa Msln to be the predominant form being expressed in the BDEneu tumors and cultured BDEneu cholangiocarcinoma cell line as well as in the two cultured human cholangiocarcinoma cell lines that we analyzed. It is interesting that our immunohistochemical staining largely localized Msln immunoreactivity to the cytoplasm of the BDEneu cells both in culture and *in vivo*, although occasional anaplastic cholangiocarcinoma cells in our study were observed to exhibit apparent cell surface Msln immunoreactivity (i.e., see Fig. [7](#hep41131-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B; [Supporting Fig. S5](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full)). In any event, one cannot be certain from our current results that the 40‐kDa form measured by western blotting was of a cytoplasmic rather than cell surface membrane origin.

Compatible with the findings of Nomura et al.[7](#hep41131-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} for human ICC, Msln overexpression in the cholangiocarcinoma cells strongly correlated in our rat model with increasing liver tumor growth and malignant aggressiveness, further suggesting Msln overexpression as being associated with ICC progression. Our results demonstrating increased serum Msln to correlate with increasing tumor size are also in full agreement with the findings of Fukamachi et al.,[35](#hep41131-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} who reported an interrelationship between the serum Msln level and tumor size in a rat pancreatic cancer model. This latter finding, however, is contrary to that of Sharon et al.,[15](#hep41131-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} who in an earlier study showed an absence of elevated serum Msln in patients with pancreatic ductal carcinoma, a human cancer known to exhibit high Msln expression. The basis for this discrepancy in results is not clear, although possible explanations might include species and bioassay differences and for the human study, poor shedding and limited tumor bulk, conformational differences in Msln shedding residues, and/or destruction of Msln in the cancer before entry into the blood stream.[15](#hep41131-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hep41131-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} It is also noteworthy that while we were able to demonstrate a strong positive linear correlation between increasing liver tumor size and elevated levels of serum Msln, our analysis of the BDEneu tumor tissue samples revealed only the more highly glycosylated 50‐kDa form and not the 40‐kDa form measured in the tumors to significantly correlate with increasing liver tumor mass (Fig. [3](#hep41131-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D). That tumor Msln expression and serum levels do not strictly correlate has also been reported for human ovarian carcinoma and malignant mesothelioma.[36](#hep41131-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} One possible explanation that might explain, at least in part, this discrepancy as it relates to our orthotopic BDEneu cholangiocarcinoma model is that the 40‐kDa Msln predominant form when released into the expanding CAF‐enriched tumor microenvironment is being more rapidly degraded within the larger sized more aggressive BDEneu tumors than in the earlier formed smaller sized tumors; the significantly lower amount of the 50‐kDa form expressed in the BDEneu tumors may reflect a more stable form specific to the cholangiocarcinoma cells, thereby selectively discriminating between the cancer cell component and modifying effects of the liver tumor microenvironment. It is also possible that the increased serum Msln levels measured in rats with the larger sized tumors are being augmented by levels being released into blood from peritoneal metastases and/or from cells other than the cholangiocarcinoma cells, such as from peritoneal mesothelial cells in contact with metastatic cholangiocarcinoma cells and/or from Msln‐positive intra‐ or extrahepatic α‐SMA + CAFs interacting with invasive/metastatic cancer cells. However, further studies are needed to test these alternative possibilities along with a need to determine if cholangiocarcinoma tumor‐derived exosomes containing 40‐kDa Msln being released into the blood stream may also be a contributing factor.

Interestingly, we could show that the less aggressive more differentiated cholangiocarcinomas (BDEsp and TDE~CC~ tumors) exhibit strongly positive apical/luminal cell‐surface Msln immunostaining, whereas highly malignant, higher grade, metastatic BDEneu tumors primarily showed cytoplasmic Msln immunoreactivity. Similar Msln immunostaining patterns were observed by us for human ICC tissue ([Supporting Fig. S5](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep4.1131/full)). These rat tumor results are in sharp contrast to the findings of others[37](#hep41131-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} who reported strong luminal membrane Msln immunostaining in human extrahepatic bile duct cancers to more significantly correlate with liver and peritoneal metastases and with a more unfavorable patient survival outcome, while patients whose tumors expressed cytoplasmic Msln without luminal membrane staining had a more favorable prognosis. Even more compelling is our finding that the 50‐kDa form of Msln was expressed at significantly higher levels compared to the 40‐kDa form in the less aggressive BDEsp and TDE~CC~ cholangiocarcinomas *in situ* and polarized TDE~CC~ structures formed in 3‐D culture that express apical/luminal Msln cell‐surface immunoreactivity; the highly tumorigenic and more malignantly aggressive orthotopic BDEneu liver tumors and associated peritoneal metastases and the corresponding BDEneu and BDEneu‐Met cell lines, characterized by cytoplasmic Msln immunostaining, loss of cell polarity, and increased anaplasia, significantly overexpressed 40‐kDa Msln compared to the 50‐kDa form. Taken together, these results indicate that a predominant overexpression of the heavily glycosylated 50‐kDa form of Msln compared to the 40‐kDa form, coupled with strong immunoreactivity at the apical luminal cell surface of cholangiocarcinoma cells, is predictive of a more differentiated, less aggressive, malignant phenotype in both our orthotopic and 3‐D rat cholangiocarcinoma models. Conversely, significantly elevated expression of 40‐kDa Msln compared to the 50‐kDa form, together with increased cytoplasmic Msln immunostaining, is predictive of increased malignant progression. In this context, it also appears relevant that stably transfecting the mouse Panc02 pancreatic cancer line to overexpress 49‐kDa murine Msln at the cell surface has been reported to not increase cell proliferation or anchorage‐independent growth *in vitro* and most surprisingly to inhibit tumor formation *in vivo* in immunocompetent mice.[30](#hep41131-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

Expanding on our liver tumor results, we were able to demonstrate that 3‐D coculturing α‐SMA + CAFs (TDF~SM~ cells) with cholangiocarcinoma cells (TDE~CC~ cells) under culture conditions that enhanced cholangiocarcinoma cell growth and progression *in vitro* led to a notable decrease in apical/luminal Msln immunostaining with an increase in cytoplasmic Msln immunoreactivity. This occurred together with a measurable decrease in the expression of 50‐kDa Msln and a corresponding increase in the 40‐kDa form that correlated with an increase in cholangiocarcinoma cell anaplasia and loss of ductal‐like cell polarity *in vitro* when compared with TDE~CC~ cells cultured without TDF~SM~ cells. This novel finding is significant not only because it reproduces in cell culture our *in situ* tumor findings but also because it demonstrates the modulating effect of α‐SMA + CAFs on changing the Msln expression profile to reflect that of a more aggressive cholangiocarcinoma phenotype. It remains to be determined if the modulation of Msln is an epiphenomenon associated with cholangiocarcinoma progression or whether CAFs interacting with cholangiocarcinoma cells provoke particular mechanisms contributing to the increase in the 40‐kDA Msln form over the 50‐kDa form that determine the changing pattern of expression of Msln. One intriguing avenue to explore in attempting to provide mechanistic insight for this change is the investigation of regulators of cell polarity and disruption of protein signaling mechanisms that regulate apical‐basal polarity[38](#hep41131-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} on Msln isoform expression patterns in relation to increasing cholangiocarcinoma cell anaplasia.

Our extensive characterization of the TDF~SM~ and TDE~CC~ cell strains used in this study strongly supports a resident liver mesenchymal cell origin of the TDF~SM~ cells, which are not neoplastically transformed, and a pure cholangiocarcinoma cell origin of the tumorigenic TDE~CC~ cells without evidence of epithelial mesenchymal transition.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, we also demonstrated by transcriptomic analysis and by immunophenotyping that the α‐SMA + TDF~SM~ CAFs prominently overexpress gene products (e.g., gremlin, cell surface Thy‐1, fibulin 2, cofilin 1) that have been shown to be overexpressed in activated portal fibroblasts relative to activated hepatic stellate cells.[17](#hep41131-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Our current data further support the cholangiocarcinoma cells and not the activated CAF myofibroblasts as being the major source of Msln expressed in both the orthotopic cholangiocarcinomas and in the 3‐D cocultures. The conditional ablation of Msln‐activated portal fibroblasts expressing mature 40‐kDa Msln or therapeutic administration of anti‐Msln‐blocking antibodies has been reported to attenuate BDL‐induced liver fibrosis in mice,[39](#hep41131-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that Msln may be a potential target for antifibrotic therapy. However, our findings appear to argue against CAF Msln playing a major role in regulating the desmoplastic response in ICC or its potential as an antifibrotic target for depleting α‐SMA + CAFs from ICC stroma.

While there have been many studies carried out on the functions of Msln and Postn, their role in cancer progression, including that of ICC, remains unclear and needs to be elucidated.[8](#hep41131-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hep41131-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hep41131-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Based on the data described herein, we propose that our unique rat cholangiocarcinoma models are ideal preclinical platforms for investigating Postn and Msln biology, regulation and functional relationships in the context of α‐SMA + CAF and cancer cell interactions promoting ICC progression, and the potential of Postn and Msln as molecular targets for ICC therapy.
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